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Abstract— In Management, an organization both need to 

experience employees have expert in a different- different 

solving the situations. The new jobseeker need to how to 

represent their job and the organization need to other things 

to man project and vacancies, and other employees. There 

are so many systems available in the market for Job Search. 

For Employee Searching, like product, poster, advertisement 

board, holding, newspaper etc. But currently available 

marketing systems are not finding to employees as per their 

requirement. Currently systems are lacking issues indirect 

but not solve a problem to company and candidates. 

Expertise Skill Finder is a continuous process. It is use for 

searching employee without planning it is not possible. This 

Project Expertise-Skill Finder name given because many 

new features are included and through this portal any 

organization can find the skilled candidates on single click 

and certified by the portal. Every candidate when register on 

portal have to follow some test and procedures and personal 

interview process. The concept is to provide certified skilled 

candidates to the companies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In Existing systems working procedure is like any 

candidates can register and create their account. Companies 

when need skilled candidates they get a huge amount of data 

in which mostly data is useless. Because many candidates 

who are not getting job and also not proper skilled in their 

respected area upload their resumes. Here companies need 

to apply much filtration process on candidates which is time 

consuming. Another problem face by candidates is they are 

not able to search companies by technology. Suppose if any 

candidate having interest in Java technology, they can 

search list of companies working on Java. 

Expertise Skill Finder Project main idea is to 

develop a website which can help job seeker to view 

information as per their requirement. This project focuses to 

cover and integrate all aspects like job seeker view 

companies detail, every candidate registration on website 

have to follow some test and personal  interview process, 

job seeker search a job in different-different technologies.   

II. BACKGROUND STUDY 

There are also some recent commercial knowledge 

management systems which attempted to provide features 

that support expertise profiling and retrieval in 

organizations. Agent ware Knowledge Server from 

Autonomy includes a feature that identifies an employee’s 

area of expertise based on the documents they access from 

and submit to the organizational Intranet. Also notable are 

organizational memory systems that include expert finding 

components like Answer Garden and The Chicago 

Information Exchange system these systems are basically 

question answering and routing systems that answer 

questions for technical help by retrieving stored question 

and answer pairs, but also provide facilities to route un-

answered questions to a defined group of experts. 

Now are days most of the organization are focusing 

on skill finding techniques they want to increase mass of 

technological knowledge as well as defined by stewart in 

[1]. Computing technology is growing that impact to the 

peoples for the searching of knowledge in the unique 

common information sharing environment. as mention in 

[2,3]Author goes through the practical scenario of various 

organizations. where so many expert seeking has been 

presented as a survey study in [4,5,6,7,8,9} based on the 

assumptions one can illustrate the meaning full study by 

implementing the new latest computing technology and 

tools as the requirement of user as mention in [10]. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

The Expertise Skill Finder is mainly in the area of 

experience or expert finding which attempts to find the right 

person, right place, and right jobs with appropriate skills and 

knowledge. This is useful for many purpose including 

question answering, problem solving, and communication. 

This project is focus on bright future of student.   

In this here candidates who search for job can 

apply with all possible skill set in which they are perfect. 

Before forwarding the employee details to the companies, 

the employee will go to face some test and practical 

assignments. After filtration process if they qualify the all 

rounds, then they refer to the companies. Here companies 

will get perfect employees and in filtration process, they 

didn’t have to expend any cost. The main motive to develop 

the app is to reduce organization time to search and filter 

candidates they need. And candidates also able to search 

their dream organization as they want to work. 

IV. ACHIEVEMENTS BY PROPOSED RESEARCH 

Expertise Skill Finder Contain many benefits this are useful 

for the every candidate with the help of this feature 

candidate perform many task like show below-   

 Companies can find skilled candidates. 

 Extensive skill search results filters.  

 Candidates can search companies as their skill set. 

 The ability to request skill related help from other 

users. 

 Candidates compare their package in different 

companies.  

 Companies can test online of skilled candidates. 

 Companies can find the certified candidates in 

respected area. 

V. PROCESS CYCLE FOLLOWED BY SKILL FINDERS 

When someone go through the process of skill discovery 

they need to follow a cycle of tools and methods to undergo 
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with different specification and knowledge constraints here 

author represent a skill cycle and process scenario where 

they focus on the following factors which is mostly likely to 

be responsible for development of such application in this 

environment. Here we have following factors that need to be 

explore in this section to defined the new proposed scheme 

for the same scenario another part of such research area is to 

defined the market research schemes. 

1) Requirements of Need is the way to defined the 

objective of new skill finder system , consider the 

elements, variables etc. 

2) Expert tools plays major role in this sequence to 

discover the knowledge constraints. 

3) Planning of methodology is compulsory need of 

cycle need to be fulfilled. 

4) Expert knowledge base is the way to get achieve 

knowledge ratio as per he need of the system. 

5) Expert knowledge collection tools are integrated to 

support information collection. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Expertise skill finder  main purpose  to reduce the 

information overflow and this project focuses to cover and 

integrate all aspects like job seeker view companies detail, 

every candidate registration on website and every candidate 

when register on portal have to follow some test and 

procedures and personal interview process. The concept is to 

provide certified skilled candidates to the companies. This 

means focusing on the relevant information and cleansing 

out the non-relevant information. That experience is highly 

correlated with expertise, and that experience indicators. 
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